Winter Storm Grayson 2018
A er Ac on Report
February 28, 2018

INCIDENT SUMMARY
“Winter Storm Grayson” arrived to the Norfolk area in full force Wednesday evening, January 3,
2018. Forecasted snowfall had risen significantly within two days, from 2” on Monday, January
1, to 8-12” Wednesday morning. By the end of the incident official observations reflected 11”.
The snowfall was just one part of the incident. Constant frigid temperatures compounded
preparatory and response efforts. In fact, warming station support for the community’s
homeless residents had occurred in December. January 1, 2018 registered a temperature high
of 26⁰ which was 20⁰ below normal. Once the snow stopped, wind speeds increased and wind
chills decreased below zero degrees resulting in a Wind Chill Advisory for January 5-6.
All the while, preparatory and response / recovery efforts were constantly focused on three
primary tenets: Infrastructure, Mass Care and Messaging. City staff and volunteers worked
heroically in accomplishing all goals and objectives and otherwise retuning the City to normalcy.
Highlights of the incident included the collaborative spirit and level of coordination among all
Team Norfolk agencies and partners. Nonetheless, to paraphrase Councilman Riddick during
the January 9, 2018 Council Informal Session, there is more we should learn with each snow
storm.
This After-Action Report (AAR) is inclusive of observations throughout the incident as well as
comments collected during Norfolk City Council January 9, 2018 Information Session, numerous
department-level meetings and a February 8, 2018 Senior Executive Team (SET) after-action
discussion conducted at the Emergency Operations Center. It is also worthy to note the sharing
of lessons learned at the regional level between the Cities of Chesapeake, Norfolk and Virginia
Beach.

Items identified as “Priority” will automatically be modified in the
Team Norfolk Winter Storm Hazard-Specific Annex.

COMMAND AND CONTROL
In accordance with Code of Virginia § 44-146.19 as reflected in the Team Norfolk Emergency
Operations and Resilience Framework Basic Plan, “Each political subdivision shall have a
director of emergency management.” Norfolk Code: Sec. 2-33.1 names the City Manager as the
Director of Emergency Management; the Director of Emergency Preparedness and Response
serves as the Coordinator of Emergency Management. In addition, in November 2016 the City
Manager appointed a Director of Public Safety. These three positions, along with the Deputy
City Manager cadre and Public Relations Director make up the Team Norfolk Policy Group and
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ultimately the Incident Command System (ICS) Section Chiefs. Because the City of Norfolk
utilizes a hybrid of the Incident Command System and Emergency Support Functions (ESF’s), the
Director of Emergency Preparedness and Response also serves as the Incident Commander for
city-wide incidents like snow storms and establishes an ICS format, announces planning and
operational periods, incident goals and objectives and utilizes a Joint Information Center (JIC)
for unified messages which are to be timely, accurate, actionable and accessible throughout the
community. The Department directors serve as Branch Chiefs for their respective disciplines,
the Planning Cell of the Incident Command structure and the documentation unit therein was
staffed by Emergency Management personnel as was the role of Logistics Chief.
The operational periods for this incident were 24 hours in duration: 1pm to 1pm. The initial
Emergency Operations Center (EOC) briefing occured in the City Manager’s Large conference
room on the 11th floor of City Hall, then later transitioned into a virtual EOC environment
utilizing conference calls, emails and WebEOC. To be clear, this incident was not city staff only;
rather, strong partnerships exist throughout Team Norfolk and other organizations and
agencies participated on these information sharing and coordination calls. These partners
include Courts, Dominion Energy, Hampton Roads Transit, National Weather Service, Norfolk
Emergency Shelter Team (NEST), Norfolk Public Health, Norfolk Public Schools, Norfolk State
University, Old Dominion University, Operation Blessing, Salvation Army, Sentara Mobile Meals,
Tidewater Community College, Virginia Department of Emergency Management (VDEM), and
more.
In order to request resources from outside the locality, and to further communicate the
severity of the impending storm, a local emergency was declared by City Manager Doug Smith
on January 3, 2018 at 6pm, which was later ratified by Norfolk City Council during its formal
session via Resolution 1,695 on Tuesday, January 9, 2018. These documents are included in the
appendices. Mr. Smith also actively participated in multiple conference calls involving the Chief
Administrative Officers (CAO’s) throughout the Hampton Roads region which resulted in a
unified regional statement by some about the challenges, complexities and successes of the
storm. (Appendix).
One of the most significant decision points for the City Manager involved modifying city
operations. Real-time data, observations and forecasts validated Mr. Smith’s decisions to close
non-essential city operations January 4-5, over the weekend of January 6-7, and then Monday
the 8th. Normal operations resumed Tuesday, January 9. These same decisions must be made
by Norfolk Public Schools Superintendent Dr. Melinda Boone and have an added layer of
complexity. The concerns of Dr. Boone and her policy team are further compounded by the
conditions of residential roads, which go untreated and unplowed, and have a direct impact on
busses and students who walk to school. Norfolk Public Schools released early on January 3
based on the storm forecast, then closed to students and after-school activities January 4
through 11. There was a 2-hour delay on the 11th and resumption of normal operations on
Friday, January 12.
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General Observations:
The virtual EOC strategy, inclusive of both City and Norfolk Public Schools, continues to be
heralded a productive one for snow-related incidents. With 24-hour operational periods, it is
not necessary to tether departmental leadership in one physical location when they can be out
with their teams maintaining real-time situational awareness of the conditions and their
challenges. The daily EOC briefing to discuss goals and objectives, augmented by impromptu
phone calls and emails, were sufficient for an effective and efficient response.
To better ensure a more proactive approach to the incident, there was a more concentrated
focus on the utilization of the National Incident Management System (NIMS), and specifically
the Incident Command System (ICS). Incidentally, the City formally adopted NIMS in 2005,
which is when much of the NIMS and ICS training occurred. Several years and staff changes
later, the practices associated with NIMS and ICS had faded for most and were new to many.
As such, the EOC briefings at first were not brief. Rather than focusing on the operational
period at hand, many would discuss their concerns over the course of the incident and beyond.
This was soon rectified through the use of regularly submitted activity logs and situation
reports.
In the end, despite the fact communication is often a top concern and area of needed
improvement for most incidents, these regularly scheduled briefings, designed to establish
unity of effort through communication and shared situational awareness, were seen as crucial
and a best practice on which to build.

Action Items:
While this storm proved impactful, it could have been worse. Had the incident occurred
earlier in the week, at least two more days would have been added to the number of
city and school closures or days without non-essential services. During an extended
incident, how long could the current leadership group be effective? Are others trained
to step in? How long would local resources last and how could/would more be brought
in to assist? What is that trigger to make those requests for Statewide Mutual Aid or
Emergency Management Assistance Compact (EMAC)? What other issues – medical or
otherwise - might arise during an event of longer duration? These scenarios must be
discussed, exercised and included in current Winter Weather plans.
Responsible Agency: Emergency Preparedness and Response
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In an effort to accommodate city staff who are Essential personnel with direct and
immediate missions for snow response, especially those who might rely on public
transportation, overnight accommodations should be considered so staff need not
worry about traversing hazardous road conditions to report to work. In ICS parlance, this
would be called a “Camp.” This could be coordinated at the Departmental level, similar
to the Norfolk Department of Utilities who already maintains this culture of
preparedness and whose essential personnel are always prepared to stay overnight
when inclement weather is expected. Further discussion is necessary among the
department directors and Policy Group to determine the best course moving forward.
Note: If personnel, particularly those living outside of Norfolk, reject the offer to stay in
the camp and fail to report for duty on time due to the conditions, there would be a
clear and undeniable expectation of disciplinary action. Along with sleeping
accommodations and meals, rotating transportation to and from work stations would
also be a logistical necessity.
Responsible Agency: City Department Directors
The availability of transportation alternatives such as the Virginia Four-Wheel
Drive Association (VA4WDA) needs to be available and widely publicized to City
Departments for pick-up and delivery of essential staff (i.e. – Detention
employees) to functions that must be covered throughout the duration of
inclement weather. The VA4WDA may not always be available; a listing of 4X4
city vehicles should be established at the onset of the incident (during initial EOC
briefing) and utilized in conjunction with partner agencies. Another option may
be to have a floating resource available to assist with the transporting of staff on
an on-going basis.
Responsible Agency: General Services (Fleet) at request of EOC.
More agencies should be included in the EOC conference call briefings. Maintaining the
Incident Command structure, section chiefs only will report out, but others such as
NRHA, Airport, Hospitals, EVHC, and more would benefit from listening on the call.
Additionally, if one reporting agency fails to call in, it is important to circle back with
them to ensure all is well. The EOC will maintain a stakeholder distribution list for EOC
briefing / conference call participation and will provide situational awareness to all of
Team Norfolk partner agencies through the EOC blog.
Responsible Agency: Emergency Preparedness and Response
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Following the Incident Command System standard, an ICS 207 Incident Organization
Chart reflecting key points of contact and contact information should be published at
the onset of the incident. This will be completed during the initial EOC briefing.
Emergency Support Function-specific contact information is also available in each ESF
folder in WebEOC.
Responsible Agency: Emergency Preparedness and Response

Early in the incident the Policy Group would meet immediately after the larger Team
Norfolk Emergency Operations briefing call. It was determined the Policy Group would
benefit by having a discussion beforehand, and only if necessary, after the larger call.
EOC to revise EOC schedule accordingly.
Responsible Agency: Emergency Preparedness and Response
Some Essential Personnel may not necessarily need to report to their physical office
location. One of the scenarios outlined in the City’s Continuity of Operations plan
(COOP) is the inability to access the facility. Some employees, such as Payroll, may
simply need loaner laptops issued to accomplish their mission. Others may be in similar
situations. Each department should review the COOP plan, their orders of succession,
their essential functions and their logistical needs now, before the next storm.
Responsible Agency: City Department Directors
Training in ICS, effective EOC briefings, incident plans and WebEOC is to be included in
the Team Norfolk Emergency Operations and Resilience Framework Outreach and
Education Annex. As it pertains to briefing skills specifically, training will involve Goals
and Objectives by operational period - SMART goals, Strategies, Tactics and Objectives.
It is also important to establish the expectation that all resource requests will be
addressed offline and not during the EOC briefing unless absolutely necessary.
Note: There may be an opportunity for inter-agency training between the tri-cities.
Note: Whether WebEOC will continue to serve as the city’s tool or it is something else,
it’s foundation will be the Incident Command System, and thus ICS will continue to be
trained.
Responsible Agency: Emergency Preparedness and Response
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An Activity Log / Situation Report template was created by the City Manager’s Office
and distributed to City Department Directors directly involved in the incident response
efforts. This template served as a modified ICS Form 214 Activity Log and was to be
submitted by each department to the EOC at 11:30am for the 1pm briefing. This
template should be reviewed, refined, trained and incorporated into the Basic Plan to
be applied to other hazard responses.
Responsible Agency: Emergency Preparedness and Response

Those participating or observing virtual EOC briefings should all be able to see the
information presented from their location. This can be accomplished by utilizing the
Adobe Connect capability available in the Homeland Security Information Network
(HSIN). The Hazard Specific Annex and Battle Rhythm should include the uploading of
the initial EOC briefing and the sharing of the link where city staff and Team Norfolk
partners may log on as Guest to view the slides and transitions. Minimum to no training
is necessary for Guests.
Responsible Agency: Emergency Preparedness and Response

There should be a conversation regarding a shared Logistics group between the
Southside localities of Chesapeake, Norfolk and Virginia Beach in an effort to ensure
efficiencies as well as leverage resources and economies of scale.
Responsible Agency: Emergency Preparedness and Response
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INFRASTRUCTURE - ROADWAYS
One of the most visible and critiqued efforts to any and all snow-related incident is the plowing
and clearing of snow and ice on the roadways. There are many misperceptions and unrealistic
expectations of having all precipitation accumulation – regardless of type – plowed within a
‘reasonable’ timeframe given the resources available to a southern coastal community. This
section will focus on what those resources are and the strategies to address critical facilities as
well as primary and secondary roads. This will also attempt to answer the ever-elusive question
as to whether the community should invest in more equipment.
To set the stage for this particular incident, it is important to understand a “typical” occurrence
of snowfall in January is usually followed by above-freezing temperatures which help to melt
the snow. This was not the case with this January 4, 2018 snow storm. In fact, cold
temperatures became the norm in late 2017 and over the New Year with January 1, 2018
experiencing temperatures 20⁰ below the norm. These cold temperatures had an impact on
ground temperatures and thus prevented the ground from melting snow upon contact. With
frigid temperatures remaining after the snowfall, an increase in sustained winds and wind
gusts, and wind chill dropping below 0⁰ after the snowfall, attempts to clear the roadways
became futile.
The goals for the Public Works Division of Operations were as follows:
•
•
•
•

Maintain unimpeded movement for emergency vehicles
Maintain thoroughfares open for all vehicular traffic
Maintain traffic signal operations
Maintain health and safety standard by collecting waste as weather conditions allow.

The Norfolk Department of Public Works, Division of Operations are the incredibly dedicated
women and men driving the trucks to pre-treat the primary roads, bridges and overpasses
ahead of any snow, and then work to clear it after it has fallen. Through the years they have
developed a comprehensive plan to best achieve the mission, the Division’s 2017-2018 Snow &
Ice Control Plan, and have become very competent and effective in executing that plan. There
are some parts of the plan which, if communicated earlier, may prevent misperceptions and
otherwise foster the environment where the hard-working crews receive the benefit of the
doubt. Some of these messages include the following:
•

•

DPW pre-treats primary roads, bridges and overpasses ahead of a snow even not
preceded by rain. Due to the limited resources available, secondary roads are not pretreated.
Any rainfall precipitation before the snow washes away any pre-treatment.
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•
•

•

Plowing begins at 2” of snow. This is the rule of thumb for other localities throughout
the Hampton Roads region as well as the Navy.
Plows in the up position likely means chemical treatment was recently applied; it takes a
couple hours to “cook” and work to break up the ice and snow; plowing over it would
render the treatment ineffective.
Salt is effective at 17⁰ and above.

For the January snow storm, primary roads,
bridges and overpasses did receive treatment
beginning January 2, ahead of the snow. Two
all-hands 12-hour shifts were scheduled and
plowing commenced once 2” had accumulated;
unfortunately, three issues compounded the
snow removal efforts: 1.) continued additional
snowfall of 8-9”; 2.) icy conditions below and
compacted with the snow; 3.) snow which was
removed was immediately replaced by
additional snow which drifted onto the
roadways and walkways by increased wind
speeds and gusts. VDOT trucks assisted with
clearing primary and secondary routes upon request; unfortunately, they were re-directed the
afternoon of Saturday the 6th to prepare for another impending snow storm points west.

Norfolk Public Works Division of Operations was equipped with the following (versus the
Winter Storm of 2014):
January 2018 Storm
185 personnel
14 plows
12 spreaders
5 loaders
7 backhoes
2 graders
3 bobcats
Contract Support
1100+ tons of salt and 300+ tons of sand

Winter Storm 2014
66 personnel
9 plow/spreader combinations
7 spreaders only & 6 plows = 22 trucks
2 loaders
2 backhoes
2 graders
2 bobcats
Contract Support
400 tons of sand and salt
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Indefinite Quantity (IDQ) Contracts
City-owned and mutual aid equipment are not the only resources utilized in response
operations. Rather, Norfolk Public Utilities and Public Works include and execute specific
wording in their IDQ contracts. These are contractors with whom DPW and DPU set up unit
pricing contracts so they can be used for frequent smaller jobs without having to go through
the entire procurement process every time an ADA ramp is to be installed, a utility cut fixed,
etc. Therefore, when contracts are written, clauses are included which allow the contractor to
be called on for snow removal. Current IDQ contractors which worked in the Downtown area
were Action Paving, JCB and Sitework South. Common examples of these clauses are as
follows:
Emergency Services
“Under emergency conditions the City reserves the right to utilize the Contractor for
related services, as deemed appropriate to help resolve the emergency. During the
contract period, if an emergency situation (natural or man-made) occurs, the Contractor
agrees to dedicate personnel allocated to this project to assist the Owner during the
recovery period. The Owner shall direct this work in writing and costs will be paid
according to the rates for Additional Services. Hourly rates for these services will be at
the rates agreed upon under this agreement.”
--Or-Emergency Conditions
“The issuance of a Declaration of Emergency Conditions by any authorized government
official shall cause this Contract to be activated at the terms and conditions listed in the
Contract. The Contractor shall make available to the City of Norfolk, during the time of
the declared emergency, his time and equipment for services deemed necessary by the
City to address this emergency. Failure to comply could result in termination of the
contract by reason of non-compliance.”

Again, immediate focus is on clearing access
points for critical facilities (such as hospital
emergency rooms, police precincts and fire
stations) and the 400 lane miles of primary
roads – designated in coordination with
Hampton Roads Transit and their Snow
Routes. To provide context to the challenges
of addressing the primary roads, one must
remember there are 400 lane miles of primary
roads. This icy and treacherous 2018 storm
required, in many cases, 5 sweeps to make the
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roads “passable.” That results in 2,000 lane miles, roughly the distance from Norfolk to
Phoenix, Arizona (2,028 miles). Assuming the primary roads are “passable” (which does
not mean safe and clear), there are 185 lane miles of secondary roads. Again, 5 sweeps
multiplied by 185 is 925 miles, the distance from Norfolk to New Orleans. In total, that
is 2,925 lane miles, approximately the distance from Norfolk to, appropriately,
Reykjavik, Iceland!

Within 48 hours of the start of snowfall, 90% of the primary routes were reported ‘passable’
and secondary roads 50% passable, all still with hard-packed snow and ice.

IMPORTANT SNOW REMOVAL TERMS:
CLEAR

The road is completely free of snow and/or ice and no further
action is required.

PASSABLE

The road is useable but unsafe because snow and/or ice still exists
in the street. It is available in a limited capacity / use and requires
additional work.

IMPASSIBLE

The road is completely unsafe, inaccessible and impassible, by all
but emergency personnel or those with exceptional equipment.

As a result of the number of drivers who underestimated roadway conditions, a total of 28
cars were towed between January 4th – 9th which impacted snow clearing efforts as well as
public safety response. Many of the vehicle owners believed the city to be responsible for
the towing and the cost.
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It is worth noting Team Norfolk partner, Hampton Roads Transit (HRT) was actively engaged in
the Team’s daily conference calls. HRT suspended services beginning Wednesday January 3
through Sunday January 7. Services resumed Monday the 8th with limited snow emergency
service then normal service on Tuesday, January 9.
Note: According to a January 16, 2018 article in The Virginian-Pilot by Mr. Lee
Tolliver entitled “Blizzard drained entire snow removal budget for VDOT’s
Hampton Roads District”:
“The effort needed fuel to power trucks and plows, employees to work
overtime on 12-hour shifts, a sea of brine and mountains of salt and sand
– all adding up to about $5.3 million, the total the district had set aside
for 2018… ‘We did go through the $5.3 million, but that’s just the snow
and ice removal portion of our entire maintenance budget,’ said district
Communications Manager Paula Miller. She said there is money in other
parts of the maintenance budget that can be used for future snow and ice
removal efforts.”
https://pilotonline.com/news/local/weather/article_d07471f0-aaeb50b6-b744-4198e1134a10.html

Garbage Collection, Bulk Waste and Recycling
This report would not be complete without addressing
the top resident concern of every snow-related incident:
Garbage Collection and Recycling. Garbage, bulk, yard
waste, and recycling services were suspended January 45. Initial plans were to resume normal garbage collection
over the weekend and that Monday, January 6-8;
however, this was not possible due to the amount of
snow on the road in the service areas. The SPSA transfer
station closed for the weekend and was scheduled to reopen on Monday, January 8th. Thursday, January 4th
collection was moved to Monday the 8th and the Friday,
January 5th collection to the following Friday, January
12th the normal collection day. All ground collection and scheduled bulk services were
suspended for the safety of employees. This service was resumed the week of January 15th.
Messaging to the community on both January 8th and 11th encouraged residents to leave their
cans out if the City was unable to pick up their trash and recycling at the revised times. Waste
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containers were serviced as roads became passible. Unfortunately, some residents were
required to hold their garbage for up to two weeks.
One difference between this 2018 storm and that of 2014 is the implementation of snow socks
for the garbage trucks. With a cost of $170 per truck and a 5-minute installation time, these
socks were used on 22 refuse trucks over January 8th-9th. They proved successful in offering
extra traction on the outside drive wheel in snow; they are less effective on ice. The socks are
installed at the beginning of the assigned route and removed when traveling between
destinations. Waste collection services were completed and back on schedule by close of
business Saturday, January 13th. The recycling collection continued into the following week.

General Observations:
First and foremost, the most valuable resource – the human resource - had no injuries or major
accidents reported! On the equipment side, the equipment operational rate was 70% despite
50% replacement-eligible equipment and 160 straight hours of 24-hour use.
As it pertains to the downtown area, snow must be
removed, not plowed. This occurred with valuable City
indefinite quantity (IDQ) contractor assistance and all
snow collected from downtown was dumped in the
parking lot of Harbor Park. Primary and secondary
routes, however, must be plowed to create passable
lanes. In the course of plowing the snow, many
secondary and/or residential roads were made
impassible due to a wall of snow and ice. This has an impact on both response to medical
emergencies as well as a resident to/from their home. With the number of lane miles and
public pressure to clear primary and secondary roads, plans, equipment and time do not yet
permit traditional crews to open these intersections to non-primary roadways. Solutions may
exist via mutual aid to support public safety; however, this would not solve the issue for
residents trapped in or out of their neighborhoods.
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INFRASTRUCTURE - FACILITIES
Anticipating the work to be done on snow-filled downtown roadways, focus prior to
snowfall was on identifying alternate parking options for those who park in the downtown
area. On-street downtown parking was prohibited after 5pm Wednesday until, initially,
10am Friday to allow crews to plow downtown streets. These parking locations included
the Bousch St. Garage at 112 West City Hall Ave and the York St. Garage at 215 W. York St
and were opened at no charge. Due to the challenges of breaking through the compacted
snow and ice in extreme temperatures, these accommodations were extended until
Saturday 10am and then again until 10am Sunday. While this was a preparatory action
prior to the storm, there was a great deal of response efforts after the snow stopped.
Norfolk Department of Public Works Division of Operations tends to be the face of the snow
removal operation. They are perceived as the hero or the villain depending on how the
incident plays out. It should be known there are many more efforts out in the open and
behind the scenes which makes up the overall Team for which Public Works is a part. This
includes the following and their responsibilities:
General Services:
Snow removal at public buildings entryways and stairs as well as parking garages;
provide fleet repair and fuel maintenance. Moreover, General Services oversees
the GCA janitorial contacts who shovel / de-ice areas immediately surrounding
City buildings.
Norfolk Public Schools
Clears school grounds and parking lots.
Recreation, Parks & Open Space
Clears city facility entry sidewalks as well as the main entrances and parking lots
to libraries and recreation centers; prepares for the resumption of funeral
services.
Public Utilities
Responds to frozen/busted pipes and assists with the clearing of critical facility
parking lots.
Sheriff’s Workforce
Assists with the clearing of school sidewalks, around the City Hall civic complex,
downtown, and many other areas.
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The “Million Dollar” Questions
Are these more frequent snow incidents the new normal?
The answer to this recurring question is best seen in the following graphics provided by
Mr. Larry Brown Senior Forecaster/Meteorologist and Climate Leader for the National Weather
Service Wakefield office. The graphics, which show each season and decade since records
began in the latter part of the 19th Century, reflects a pattern of less-than-average snowfall
during the 1980’s, 1990’s and 2000’s. Based on the decades prior, it is not unreasonable to
expect more frequent and impactful instances of snow.
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Is More Equipment Needed?
The obvious answer in most cases is more can be done, more quickly, with more equipment,
personnel and training. In fact, a recommendation from the Department of Public Works is to
increase available resources, both equipment and personnel. They report “Additional
manpower is necessary to address large scale snow events/emergencies when operating 24hours. The Department will seek to add more plows/spreaders, and train additional operators
from other Public Works Divisions and/or Departments. [We will also e]xplore the possibility of
adding Waste Management knuckle boom trucks to snow removal efforts, specifically to assist
with clearing intersections along plowed routes.”
A brief analysis of the city’s current vehicle inventory shows ninety-three (93) 4-wheel drive
small trucks and forty (40) large trucks that could be equipped with plow systems. Equipment
costs for snow plow attachments include a hydro/electric retro system, the plow attachment,
and installation. Each large truck could be equipped with plow equipment for a cost of $15,000.
Each small truck could be equipped with a plow for $7,000. The following table below shows a
summary of costs for installation of this equipment on the current fleet inventory.
Vehicle type
Large Truck
(33,000 lbs. or greater)
Small Truck
(3/4 ton or 1.5 ton)
Total Cost

Installation
cost

Vehicles in
inventory

Total cost

$15,000

40

$600,000

$7,000

93

$651,000
$1,251,000

Modifying current fleet assets as well as purchasing and maintaining more are not the only
options. Again, resources could be brought to bear through contracts and/or mutual aid to
bolster snow operations. Any option costs money, however, and the city is facing a $13+
million FY19 budget gap. Therefore, the question may not necessarily be if the equipment is
needed, but rather if it is a high enough on a list of competing priorities.

Action Items:
In order to anticipate more frequent and more severe snow storms, and to be less
reliant on contractor support, Norfolk Public Works is to consider a 3rd salt facility.
While DPW has contracts in place for the delivery of sand and salt, some may not prove
reliable. If failure of delivery occurs, the contractor(s) are to be held accountable for
breach of contract.
Responsible Agency: Norfolk Department of Public Works
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Norfolk Public Works to remind snow plow drivers plows to
keep plows in the down / engaged position whenever possible.
DPW further working with Information Technology to monitor
plow statuses (plow and path) using GPS.
Responsible Agency: Norfolk Department of Public Works
Norfolk Public Works to re-assess and refine list primary
and secondary routes in collaboration with Norfolk
Public Schools and Hampton Roads Transit. It must also be communicated any requests
outside of critical facilities and primary / secondary routes are difficult for DPW to fulfill
or otherwise slows their efforts and must instead be addressed by contractor support or
other Team Norfolk partner agencies.
Responsible Agency: Norfolk Department of Public Works
A total of 28 cars had been towed between January 4th – 9th, which impacts snow
clearing efforts as well as public safety response. Consideration of a Phased Winter
Emergency strategy similar to Baltimore (https://snow.baltimorecity.gov/emergencyphases) would be prudent.
Responsible Agency: City Manager’s Office / Policy Group
Conduct a thorough plan review and identify any capability gaps; develop pre-scripted
mission requests.
Responsible Agency: City Department Directors

Development of preseason plan for maintenance of equipment and needs for
equipment.
Responsible Agency: City Department Directors
No plan identifies the agency responsible for the catwalk from the Norview High
School side of I-64. While a city sign exists on the fence (Pedestrian Bicycles Only
No Motorized Vehicles), nobody claimed responsibility for its clearance to allow
school children, including those who may have mobility challenges, safe travel
access. Norfolk Public Works will assume that responsibility.
Responsible Agency: Department of Public Works
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MASS CARE
Sheltering
The protection of life is of the utmost importance in any incident. And while most throughout
the community enjoy dry, warm accommodations and further know from where their next meal
will come, some do not. For these residents experiencing homelessness, the combination of
the wet ground and frigid temperatures makes them quite vulnerable to weather-related
threats like frostbite and hypothermia which can quickly result in loss of limb and even life. As
such, several member agencies of Team Norfolk effectively collaborated to ensure there was no
gap in emergency accommodations.
Every winter, the Norfolk Emergency Shelter Team (NEST) goes into effect. NEST is a
consortium of faith partners who generously and compassionately provide meals and overnight
shelter to homeless single adults while the Salvation Army and Union Mission provides support
to homeless families. During this January 4, 2018 snow storm, there were two overnight NEST
sites: Ohef Sholom and Tabernacle.
During the past few years, the City of Norfolk and NEST recognized the increase in overnight
shelter needs during dangerous weather conditions. As such, a team comprised of NEST,
Human Services, Community Services Board (CSB), Office to End Homelessness, Norfolk Public
Health, Norfolk Police and Emergency Preparedness and Response established protocols for a
Warming Overflow Warning, or “WOW.” When conditions are such, Emergency Preparedness
and Response, in consultation with Norfolk Public Health, declares a ‘WOW’ event, after which
the team comes together and utilizes the Human Services lobby located at 741 Monticello Ave
to accommodate those who did not make it into NEST. It is important to note those individuals
who are banned from NEST were still provided shelter from the life-threatening conditions in
the Human Services lobby at 741 Monticello where Norfolk Police provided security.
An additional component of this augmented warming strategy is the need when public
facilities, on which homeless residents rely, are closed due to weather conditions and/or
holidays. The warming station team put in very long hours and successfully fulfilled all logistical
needs between the overnight NEST site and 741 Monticello. From the overnight NEST sites,
guests were taken to the lobby of the Community Services Board at Olney and provided
warmth and sustenance throughout the day until the overnight protocols were again
implemented. Many thanks to this small group of personnel and those agencies who provided
hot meals such as the Salvation Army as well as Catholic Worker in Norfolk! Job Well Done!
Mission accomplished!
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The total number of people sheltered during this storm are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wednesday Night, January 3 at NEST and 741
Thursday, January 4 at CSB
Thursday Night at NEST and 741
Friday, January 5 at CSB
Friday Night at NEST and 741
Saturday, January 6 at CSB
Saturday Night at NEST and 741
Sunday, January 7 at CSB
Sunday Night at NEST and 741
Monday, January 8 at CSB
Monday Night at NEST and 741

Total = 130
Total = 128
Total = 142
Total = 130
Total = 131
Total = 131
Total = 130
Total = 125
Total = 137
Total = 110
Total = 148

Note: The City was prepared to open a larger shelter to accommodate those without power.
Fortunately, and thanks to the work of Dominion Energy, the number of outages in Norfolk were
minimal at worst, and even then they dropped significantly in a short period of time eliminating
the potential need altogether.
To be clear, these efforts were heroic by all who took part. At the same time, there are areas of
improvement to better assist both staff and shelter guests. One issue which must be addressed
is hosting the daytime warming strategy at the CSB on Olney. Next winter this space will not be
owned by the city and will thus be unavailable. Another location must be considered.
Furthermore, while the city was fortunate during this particular storm, future warming stations
must take into account a greater number of guests due to potential power outages. During the
February 8 after action discussion among city directors, Huntersville Community Center at 830
Goff St. was identified as the most appropriate location. Logistical support such as staff and/or
foodstuff might be available through the American Red Cross of Coast Virginia; however, a
Memorandum of Understanding must be in place to articulate expectations for both warning
station support and hurricane shelter support.

Meals
Another vulnerable segment of the Norfolk community
includes those who are home-bound and solely reliant on
home-delivered meals. There are multiple organizations
which focus on providing nutritious food items into the
neighborhoods: Foodbank of Southeastern Virginia and the
Eastern Shore who distributes food items, and then Senior
Services of Southeastern Virginia and Sentara Mobile Meals
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of Norfolk who deliver actual meals. Operation Blessing had received
several calls to their ‘Snow Buddies’ hotline requesting food be
delivered. Both the Foodbank and Senior Services had suspended
services due to the dangerous road conditions. Emergency
Preparedness and Response and the Community Emergency Response
Team (CERT) partnered with Sentara Mobile Meals of Norfolk to
deliver meals to those clients most in need.
There have been multiple discussions over the past year regarding
how hunger can be prevented before, during or after a storm. The
planning assumption has been adequate lead time to make the
necessary preparations; however, this snow storm, which began with a
48-hour forecast of 2” which increased to 8-12” the day of the event
proved otherwise.
Yet another segment of our community also struggling with hunger on a daily basis are schoolaged children. Norfolk Public School (NPS) Nutrition offers breakfast and lunch at every school,
every school day. Twenty-three schools participate in the Community Eligibility Provision (CEP)
that allows all students to have all meals at no cost. In addition, many Norfolk students at the
other schools qualify for free or reduced-price meals. NPS is able to provide reduced price
meals at no charge to NPS students. In addition to breakfast and lunch, twenty-five schools
offer a dinner program. Lastly, in coordination with the Foodbank, NPS picks up backpacks
from the Foodbank and delivers them to four schools about every two weeks. The issue is this:
School nutrition resources such as food, supplies, equipment and labor may be used in a
“situation of distress” if approval is received from USDA and is limited to thirty days. The cost
and expenses incurred will not be funded by the federal government. The City would need to
determine who will pay the expenses and costs associated with feeding children and/or adults
on non-school days. Only when the President makes a major disaster or emergency declaration
will the federal government reimburse school nutrition for associated costs and expenses – and
a Presidential Declaration is typically very difficult to obtain for a snow-related incident.
Therefore, the food on which many children rely on a daily basis will in fact be delayed until
school operations resume. NPS was closed for at least five days bookmarked by two additional
days: one early release and one two-hour delay.
Because of the number of recipients of home-delivered meals, as well as the children in the
community who rely on school-provided breakfasts, lunches and dinners, more detailed plans
must be made among the team of stakeholders well ahead of time – plans to collect, package
and store food boxes for children and their families as well as seniors who are at risk of running
out of food during an extended incident. Follow-up discussions are also necessary to ensure
adequate resources may be requested by the Norfolk EOC to assist local partners with the
continued delivery of foodstuff and meals, as well as a strategy to provide transportation to
critical staff and transportation support into the communities.
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Public Health / Healthcare Facilities
While there was a great deal of focus and effort on our residents experiencing homelessness,
other vulnerable populations exist in various healthcare environments ranging from
independent living to nursing home and long-term care facilities. Dr. Demetria Lindsay,
Director of Norfolk Public Health (NPH), as well as Eve Zentrich, NPH Emergency Coordinator,
were engaged throughout the incident. They maintained excellent communication with the
Eastern Virginia Healthcare Coalition (EVHC) Long-Term Care Coordinator and kept situational
awareness of facilities and available bed statuses through the Virginia Healthcare Alerting and
Status System (VHASS).
Another tool Public Health was able to provide came from emPOWER. emPOWER provides
individual-level information on Medicare beneficiaries utilizing a power-dependent medical
device or receiving dialysis. With the strictest of controls to protect sensitive information,
general information by zip code is available to emergency planners during times of nonemergency (see below), with more detailed information during an emergency. This information
can be overlaid with Dominion Energy outage data so we can better identify those who may
need assistance during a declared incident. The incident did not allow time enough to work
through this ability to its fullest; a follow-up meeting will be held to discuss and plan for future
incident opportunities.
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Dialysis
During the weekend – 3 days after the beginning of snowfall – the needs and requests of
dialysis patients began to surface. Coordinating cross-jurisdictional dialysis center requests for
transportation between local Health Districts went well. There are 8 dialysis centers listed in
Norfolk with patients in varying circumstances: some may be living independently and others
may be stretcher-bound in an assisted living facility. The requests during this incident were
addressed; however, a more prolonged event would have resulted in serious implications and
challenges for life safety.

Volunteer Support
Virginia Four-Wheel Drive Association (VA4WDA)
Because critical services must be provided regardless of the conditions,
there was an issue helping folks get to their duty stations. At first this
task, to transport both 911 Telecommunicators and Norfolk Cares Call
Center staff, was being filled by Emergency Preparedness and
Response staff. With the severity of the incident, Emergency Management staff was needed in
the Emergency Operations Center and could not fulfill all the requests. Fortunately, the Virginia
Four-Wheel Drive Association (VA4WDA) answered the call.
VA4WDA is a non-profit organization with membership throughout Virginia as well as North
Carolina, West Virginia and Maryland who are four-wheeler enthusiasts with rugged vehicles
perfectly suited for off-road or challenging road conditions. An attendee during a recent Team
Norfolk Local Emergency Planning Committee, Vice President Ms. Sandy Schneirla announced
the organizations commitment to assist in times of emergency. VA4WDA generously and safely
provided more than thirty rides for Norfolk 911 Telecommunicators,
Supervisors and Norfolk Cares Call Center Staff all at no cost to the
city or staff. They also provided transportation for medical staff and
medical needs throughout the Hampton Roads region.
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Snow Buddies Program
Operation Blessing Disaster Relief Services has
partnered with Team Norfolk on the Snow Buddies
program since January 2014! The program is an
effort to aid our most vulnerable residents in DIRE
situations so they may get to life-sustaining
treatments like kidney dialysis and chemo. Help is
also provided to those more seasoned in their years
and those with physical or mobility challenges.
Operation Blessing stepped up once again,
establishing hotlines for folks who need help and
those who want to help. Due to the extended frigid temperatures, the requests for help were
significant; they received over 718 calls for help over the weekend of January 6-7!
One special request involved a patient who was stretcher-bound and needed to be transported
by ambulance from their nursing home to the hospital, but the nursing home was not
accessible because of the snow. Upon request from the Emergency Operations Center,
Operation Blessing was able to send out their plow and made a path wide enough for the
ambulance to retrieve patient. The patient was transported as scheduled the very next
morning!

Mass Care Action Items:
The City of Norfolk has a comprehensive and flexible shelter plan. As such, if shelter is
necessary, the plan will be activated. Unless otherwise specified, the Huntersville
Community Center at 830 Goff Street will be the location. Staffing will come from city
departments in accordance to City Administrative Policy 5.3: Emergencies and Closings
(Effective November 1, 2014); these departments will be notified during the initial EOC
briefing.
Responsible Agency: Norfolk Department of Human Services
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Reconsider the safety of maintaining a group home at 5809 Hartwick Drive for persons
with high level of intellectual disabilities. This location was mostly inaccessible for
several days. CSB management is actively working on a recommendation to close this
group home.
Responsible Agency: Norfolk Community Services Board (CSB)
Leased facility at 7460 Tidewater Drive is under snow removal contract through
landlord. Contractor will not plow until it stops snowing. This caused significant risk for
staff running the 24/7 crisis services at that site. CSB will address this issue with the
landlord and/or plan for CSB/City to address this gap.
Responsible Agency: Norfolk Community Services Board (CSB)

Update the 2003 MOU with the American Red Cross of Coastal Virginia to include
assistance with warming stations.
Responsible Agency: Emergency Preparedness and Response
Follow-up meetings are necessary to discuss and coordinate meal strategies and
available resources during disaster in food-insecure areas. Analysis must be completed
to determine pre-incident costs for the packing and staging of food boxes / backpacks.
Research to be conducted on possible pre-incident funding and partnerships. Incident
damage assessments to articulate the need for post-incident Benefits and Distribution
(“Food Stamps”) and Food Commodities via Individual Assistance.
Responsible Agency: Office of Resilience

Continue coordination among Norfolk EOC, Public Health and the Eastern Virginia
Healthcare Coalition to encourage and work with healthcare facilities to foster
relationships, increase their level or preparedness and share plans and expectations.
Responsible Agency: Emergency Preparedness and Response;
Norfolk Public Health

Conduct a follow-up meeting between Norfolk EOC, GIS and Public Health to discuss data from
emPOWER and how to use it for effective situational awareness and decision-making purposes
during an emergency.

Responsible Agency: Emergency Preparedness and Response
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PUBLIC SAFETY
The critical mission of Public Safety is not suspended with inclement weather; rather, business
continues in addition to incident-related duties.
Early during the incident, the 911 Manager coordinated and/or provided transportation
assistance to 911 dispatchers as well as Norfolk Cares Call Center personnel. This was possible
only by using 4X4 vehicles, of which one was temporarily loaned by Public Works Waste
Management. While all uniformed and badged responders of Norfolk Police and Norfolk FireRescue reported to their duty stations, some NPD vehicles were unable to be put in service due
to the conditions and amount of snow. Furthermore, city roadways leading to NPD facilities
were challenging and hindered officers’ ability to get to/from work. Additional equipment
could be utilized by NPD as well as NF-R to improve traction for their vehicles and improve
snow plowing capabilities.
Call volume in the 911 Radio Room was constant early on; many calls regarded assistance with
vehicles stuck in the snow. Overall, Fire-Rescue calls increased with the storm while crimerelated calls decreased. For the period of January 1-10, Norfolk Police reported a 32% decrease
in violent crime and 60% in property crime. To help address and prioritize medical calls,
representatives from Norfolk Fire-Rescue were on site which is always a best practice.
Calls for Service
Date
Police
Fire-Rescue
Thursday (1/4)
505
223
Friday (1/5)
516
181
Saturday (1/6)
489
153
Sunday (1/7)
478
161
Monday (1/8)
341
131
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Action Items:
Conduct a meeting between the EOC, Norfolk Fire-Rescue and the Virginia Army
National Guard to discuss capabilities of reaching medical patients in areas which
might be inaccessible by city response vehicles.
Responsible Agency: Norfolk Emergency Preparedness and Response
In order to respond to the many medical emergencies during and/or
immediately following the snowfall, a pre-scripted request should be added to
the Battle Rhythm “Vehicles able to traverse hazardous and challenging road
conditions to assist with emergency situations.” This resource may not only be
used to help during medical emergencies, but could help prevent hunger by
assisting with the delivery of meals to individuals who are homebound / reliant
on home-delivered meals.
Responsible Agency: Norfolk Emergency Preparedness and Response

Messaging
Public Relations
One of the highest priorities in any incident is to provide timely, accurate, actionable and
accessible information to both Norfolk employees (internal) and the community (external). For
this winter storm, similar to the virtual EOC environment, a virtual Joint Information Center (JIC)
was established and comprised of the Public Relations Director and others from Marketing and
Communications to make changes to the city’s website and post/respond to its social media.
The JIC team communicated via email/text and phone; communications remained steady
throughout event.

Internal Messages
For the internal audiences (i.e. City Council and city staff), ALLEXCHANGE emails and Norfolk
Alert were the primary means by which notifications were sent. To ensure maximum effect,
the Public Relations Director sent an email to ALLEXCHANGE the morning (9am) of January 3 to
encourage staff to update their contact information in PeopleSoft as this is the database from
which Norfolk Alert pulls for its alerts.
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Four messages were sent to City staff using Norfolk Alert:
January 3 at 4:50pm: All Norfolk City libraries and recreation centers will close tonight
at 7:00 p.m. All City offices, courts, Commonwealth’s Attorney office, libraries,
recreation centers will be closed Thursday, January 4, 2018 due to the winter weather.
Updates will be posted on Norfolk Alert, Norfolk.gov and social media.
Total Employees
5,398

Confirmed
1,614

Confirmed Late
76

Unreachable
45

Not Confirmed
3,663

January 4 at 2:34pm: Due to the continued impacts from today’s winter weather, all city
offices will be closed on Friday, January 5th. Please check with your supervisor if you
have any questions about your schedule
Total Employees
5,398

Confirmed
1,615

Confirmed Late
73

Unreachable
45

Not Confirmed
3,665

January 7 at 3:44pm: All City of Norfolk offices, courts, libraries, recreation centers and
the Norfolk Department of Health will be closed on Monday, January 8th to allow more
time to make the streets safer for your commute.
Total Employees
5,398

Confirmed
1,716

Confirmed Late
55

Unreachable
45

Not Confirmed
3,582

January 8 at 4:02pm: All City offices, libraries and recreation centers will open at their
normal hours of operation Tuesday, January 9th. Please take your time coming to work.
Hampton Roads Transit returns to normal operations Tuesday. For City Hall employees,
consider riding the Tide. The top deck of City Hall South parking garage will be closed
because of snow/ice. Special attention will be given to the sidewalks from Harbor Park
to City Hall. Dress appropriately for the weather.
Total Employees
5,296

Confirmed
1,351

Confirmed Late
34

Unreachable
20

Not Confirmed
3,891

Note: The difference in the Total Employees from 5,398 to 5,296 is due to the scheduled
retrieval of information from the Peoplesoft database. The Peoplesoft information was
rolled into Norfolk Alert on January 8 at 8:29am. This occurs every two weeks.
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External Messages
The virtual JIC utilized an array of sources to communicate with the community. First and
foremost, sixteen Winter Storm Hot Sheets were regularly shared with the media (twice a day)
explaining all actions underway by City staff and Team Norfolk partners. This strategy received
positive feedback by media partners as all the information was packed in one place for their
convenience and review. The professionals in the print media, broadcast news and Internet did
an exceptional job relaying incident-specific information to the community.
In addition to the media Hot Sheets, the Joint Information Center activated Norfolk.gov’s
emergency bar and also established a constant social media presence inclusive of Facebook,
Twitter, Nextdoor and Instagram. Social media allowed the dissemination of more real-time
information as well as provide another way the community can inquire about response efforts
and services.
Norfolk.gov’s Emergency Alert / Winter Storm dedicated webpage reached 10,276 page views.
The top four hot topics from Facebook, Twitter, Nextdoor and Instagram combined were as
follows:
•
•
•
•

City Updates
Snow Removal
Trash Information
Shared Posts

Norfolk Cares Call Center
The Norfolk Cares Call Center (757-664-6510) was also available to answer any storm-related
questions during the incident. While non-essential city operations were closed, this group of
call-takers reported to duty and were further able to assist with effective messaging by
reporting to the EOC patterns of inquires they received. With some transportation assistance
from the EOC and the Virginia Four-Wheel Drive Association, they remained open on Thursday
and Friday, January 4 and 5 respectively, and maintained modified operations throughout the
weekend. This meant a representative would regularly check voice messages and follow up
with callers.
Total Number of Calls Answered
Total Number of Calls Outgoing
Total Number of Service Requests Taken
Total Number of Informational Calls
Total Number of Online Requests
Total Number of Mobile Requests
Total Number of Emails
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3,047
1,734
442
2,605
155
153
76

The top five incident-related inquiries into the Norfolk Cares Call Center:
•
•
•
•
•

When will my trash be picked up?
Inquiries regarding Primary / Secondary Snow Removal routes
Landlord / Tenant complaints
City offices hours of operation
Bulk waste pickup collection

Action Items:
Formalize virtual JIC operations and staffing; conduct JIC conference calls following
Team Norfolk operations calls (add to Battle Rhythm). Include 2-1-1 Virginia.
Responsible Agency: Public Relations
Establish JIC assignments utilizing public information professionals from the various city
departments; assign one person to post/respond to NextDoor comments and questions.
Responsible Agency: Public Relations
Along with media hot sheets, the Norfolk.gov emergency bar and social media, be sure
to send incident-related messages to the subscribers of Norfolk Alert and the EOC to
share with Private Sector Partnerships (P3) and the Faith Community.
Responsible Agency: Public Relations
Update the Crisis Communications plan to reflect the following:
•
•
•

•

Direct resident service requests on Nextdoor to Norfolk Cares for better tracking
and response.
During operational period, media requests for EM should be placed on hold
unless time allows or deemed absolutely necessary.
Trash messaging for residents who are “exempt” from curbside collection will be
handed via Norfolk Cares on case by case basis. “Exempt” means the individual
is physically unable to move their can to the curb and arrangements have been
made with Public Works Waste Management.
Additional messaging should include the fact vehicle owners are responsible for
the towing costs, not the city, and warning against leaving vehicles unattended
while running.
Responsible Agency: Public Relations
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Similar to the Virginia Hurricane Evacuation Guide, a snow storm brochure
should be created to better inform the community of the hazards with
recommended activities to prepare. Leverage the Virginia Department of
Emergency Management’s Winter Weather Preparedness One-Pager.
Responsible Agency: Emergency Preparedness and Response

Administrative
As with any disaster scenario, there is the public-facing attention-grabbing efforts, and there
are the lesser known but equally important behind-the-scenes efforts. It is these latter efforts
which help ensure more accountability of incident-related costs, but also best positions the city
for possible federal reimbursement.

FEMA Assistance (Reimbursement)
Incidentally, FEMA reimbursement for snow-related incidents has always been difficult to
achieve. FEMA Disaster Assistance Policy (DAP) 9523.1: Snow Assistance and Severe Winter
Storm Policy defines the conditions which must be met to be considered for snow assistance
(note: ‘snow assistance’ is different than a ‘severe winter storm’ which means one or more of
the following: snow, ice, high winds, blizzard conditions, and other wintry conditions has caused
substantial physical damage or property loss). The criterial to be eligible for snow assistance is
as follows:
•

•

•

Record or near-record (within 10%) snowfall; Norfolk’s all-time record snowfall is 18”
back in 1892; record snowfall for the month of January is 14.2” and occurred in 1966.
10% of 18” is “16.2 and 10% of 14.2” is 12.78”; therefore, Norfolk did not reach the
“near-record” snowfall. Nonetheless, Norfolk was labeled a “Contiguous County” and
would thus still eligible for FEMA Public Assistance. Explanation of Contiguous and Core
Counties is provided in the next paragraph.
Locality must meet a per capita threshold for incident-related costs and/or damages.
For Norfolk this is determined by calculating the per capita indicator of $3.57 by
population of 242,803 for a total threshold of $866,807. While Norfolk’s costs
submitted to the State for the Initial Damages Assessment (IDA) were approximately
$840,552 - nearly $300,000 more than 2014 snow storm – it is shy of the local threshold.
Note: Initial costs associated with the 2014 Snow Storm were $548,341.
State must meet the statewide per capita cost threshold required by 44CFR
§206.48(a)(1); Virginia’s per capita indicator is $4 resulting in a threshold of $11.4
million. Note: snow removal costs do not count towards a state Public Assistance event
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at $4.00 per capita. It would have to be the emergency protective measure costs that
were not snow removal. The threshold for federal events for the locality is $3.68.
A “Core County” is one which has meet all criteria for Public Assistance for snow removal; the
Core Hampton Roads Localities for this 2018 snow storm were Accomack, Hampton,
Portsmouth, Virginia Beach and Williamsburg. Norfolk was identified as a “Contiguous County”
along with Chesapeake and James City County. According to FEMA DAP 9523.1: “A contiguous
county” is a “county in the same State that shares a common border with a core county without
geographic separation other than by a minor body of water, typically not exceeding one mile
between land areas of such counties.” In other words, this designation for Norfolk means, so
long as the state per capita threshold is met, Public Assistance (i.e. FEMA reimbursement for
snow removal operations) could be available.
The State per capita threshold of $11.4 was not met;
there will be no reimbursement funds associated with this snow storm.

Action Items:
Because snow assistance is so difficult to achieve, and because the chance of reaching a
record snowfall was scant, there was no emphasis on cost tracking during the EOC
briefings. However, the City’s larger departments were tracking costs and coordinating
with Finance and Human Resources in that regard. On January 3, the day before the
main storm event, the Finance Department emailed departments special instructions to
begin entering a special code entry in the City’s financial reporting systems for
requisitions and expenses recorded in the financial systems. This was followed by
Human Resources providing special instructions regarding special payroll codes used in
emergency events. In addition, there were informal conversations between some of the
departments and the Risk Management staff regarding when to start and stop gathering
costs. However, many costs during an event are incurred before they are actually
recorded in the financial and payroll systems. To meet FEMA and VDEM expectations
regarding credible cost estimates, departments should have methods and resources for
timely gathering of their respective units’ cost data before it is entered into the formal
systems, and to report that data through a clearly delineated reporting mechanism that
will channel that information to FEMA and VDEM.
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Also, with the increasing dependence on external partner volunteers, volunteers,
consideration should be given to developing some method to valuating and reporting
the work performed by these agencies. Add a slide to the EOC briefings and add budget
code designation to the Battle Rhythm.
Responsible Agency: Emergency Preparedness and Response; Finance
With as much commitment and determination city staff rises to the challenge of
responding and recovering from the storm, so too should the efforts be to ensure
appropriate compensation. As such, City Manager Mr. Smith made the decision to
award sworn and non-sworn, classified employees “Weather Days.” While this decision
was based on sound input and information, a current, concrete policy is not yet in place.
Responsible Agency: Human Resources

Appendices:
Local / State Declarations

Regional Letter
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For Immediate Release: January 3, 2018
Contacts: Office of the Governor: Brian Coy, Brian.Coy@governor.virginia.gov

Governor McAuliffe Declares State of Emergency in
Response to Impending Winter Storm
~Virginians urged to prepare now for significant snow event in
Eastern Virginia and bitter cold to continue statewide~
RICHMOND – Governor Terry McAuliffe declared a state of emergency at 2:20 p.m. today
authorizing state agencies to assist local governments in responding to the significant winter
storm that is expected to impact the Commonwealth over the next 24-48 hours.
In declaring a state of emergency, the governor authorizes state agencies to identify and position
resources for quick response anywhere they are needed in Virginia. This action does not apply to
individuals or private businesses.
Governor McAuliffe also authorized a limited exemption to hours of service for trucks hauling
gasoline and heating oil throughout Virginia. These exceptions activate the Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Administration, Section 390.23 Relief of Regulations, including hours of service, and are
granted for the period beginning 5 p.m. December 29, 2017, until 5 p.m. January 13, 2018, or
whenever the crisis has abated, whichever is sooner.
To read the content of these executive orders, visit http://governor.virginia.gov/executiveactions/executive-orders/ (http://governor.virginia.gov/executive-actions/executive-orders/)
Governor McAuliffe urges Virginians to prepare for this major winter storm, which could dump up
to a foot of snow in portions of eastern Virginia.
“The bitter cold that continues to plague the Commonwealth will be joined by a potentially
significant winter storm which will blast Hampton Roads, the Northern Neck, Eastern Shore and
other areas of Eastern Virginia with snowfall and blizzard-like conditions in some communities.”
said Governor McAuliffe. “With this forecast in mind, all Virginians should take the necessary
precautions now to ensure they are prepared for the travel disruptions, power outages and other
threats to health and safety that could arise during this significant weather event.”
“VDOT has already taken measures to pre-treat roads and preposition equipment, crews and
materials to treat roads in advance of the storm and will work throughout the storm to plow
roads,” said Transportation Secretary Aubrey Layne.“Driving conditions during the storm are
expected to be hazardous and motorists are urged to stay off the roads until the storm passes.”
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“Localities in the path of this storm have already begun requesting assistance,” said Dr. Jeff
Stern, Virginia Department of Emergency Management (VDEM) State Coordinator. “VDEM
will continue coordinate with VDOT, State Police, the Virginia Department of Health, the Virginia
National Guard, and localities throughout Virginia to ensure all necessary preparedness efforts
are in place, and any local needs for assistance are addressed before, during and after the
storm.”
State Agencies are Preparing for the Impacts of the Storm:
• Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) crews have begun 24-hour operations and
are pretreating roads where temperatures permit. Motorists are strongly encouraged to
stay off the roads during the storm. For information about road and traffic conditions,
check www.511virginia.org (http://www.511virginia.org) or call 511 before traveling.
• VDOT has more than 1,500 crew members and more than 1,400 pieces of equipment
prepared to respond to the upcoming storm on each 12-hour shift.
• VDOT’s Fredericksburg, Culpeper and Northern Virginia Districts have pretreated roads in
advance of the storm. Richmond and Hampton Roads Districts are pretreating roads today.
• The latest road conditions are available at www.511virginia.org
(http://www.511virginia.org), through the free mobile app
(http://www.virginiadot.org/travel/511.asp) or by phone. You can track the location of most
snow plows at VDOT’s Snow Plow Tracker (http://www.vdotplows.org/). The tracker is
activated once snow reaches two inches or more.
• VDOT’s first priority is safety, and crews will work around the clock until roads are passable.
“Passable” means it is drivable with extreme caution, but may be snow-packed and may not
be cleared curb-to-curb or to bare pavement. Crews may sand hills, curves and
intersections to help with traction.
• Overnight and through Thursday, the Virginia State Police Chesapeake and Richmond
Divisions will have all available personnel ready to respond to emergency calls for service
related to hazardous road conditions throughout the Eastern Shore, Hampton Roads,
Middle Peninsula, Southside Virginia and the Metro-Richmond regions. Residents in those
areas should delay travel Thursday morning as the winter storm arrives in Virginia. If
motorists need to report an emergency, dial #77 on your mobile phone.
• The Virginia National Guard has been authorized to bring up to 150 additional personnel
on state active duty and 30 vehicles for possible assistance with the state's severe winter
weather response operations. The guard plans to stage personnel at readiness centers in
key locations across the Commonwealth in order to be ready to rapidly respond if needed.
Potential missions for the guard include transportation through heavy snow, downed tree
removal, debris reduction and distribution of food, water and other supplies.
What Citizens Should Do:
• Virginians should keep a close watch on the local weather forecast and stay off roads
during this weather event unless travel is absolutely necessary. In addition to slick roads,
blowing snow could reduce visibility to less than a quarter mile at times in some areas. If
you must travel, allow extra time for the trip, drive at a low speed and stay at a safe
distance from other vehicles.
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• If you encounter slow-moving equipment such as snow plows, slow down and give them
the right of way.
• Download the free VDOT 511 app for updates on road conditions at:
http://www.virginiadot.org/travel/511.asp (http://www.virginiadot.org/travel/511.asp). Or
dial 5-1-1 from any phone for the latest travel conditions.
• Make sure your vehicle is ready for winter and is in safe driving condition. Keep an
emergency kit in your car. Include items such as jumper cables, blankets, first aid kit, water,
non-perishable food, cat litter or sand, shovel, flash light and batteries, ice scraper and cell
phone charger.
• Check on elderly or homebound neighbors, family, and friends to ensure they are ready for
this storm and service interruptions that may result.
• Be prepared to take care of yourself and your family for at least 72 hours in case roads are
blocked and/or there are power outages.
• Bring pets inside from the cold.
• Have a battery-powered or hand-cranked radio and extra batteries for emergency
information. Listen to local weather forecasts and instructions from local officials.
• Listen to local media or contact local government for the location and availability of local
warming shelters if you need a place to come in out of the cold.
• If you need help, information or resources during the storm, call 2-1-1. Those with hearing
impairments can call 711 for the Virginia Relay Center and then call 1-800-230-6977. Out of
state or videophone users may also dial 1-800-230-6977 for assistance.
• If motorists need to report an emergency, dial #77 on your mobile phone.
For more information on the Commonwealth’s response efforts for winter weather or to find out
how to keep your family safe, visit http://www.vaemergency.gov (http://www.vaemergency.gov).
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Statement from the Mayors of Chesapeake, Norfolk, Portsmouth, and Virginia Beach
January 7, 2018

The blizzard of 2018 has brought tremendous snowfall totals, icing, and long-lasting bitter cold temperatures to the
entire Southside Hampton Roads region. We have not seen this combination of conditions in decades, nor
temperatures this cold in 100 years. The underlying ice layer, created by initial rain and then compounded by traffic,
has made recovery particularly challenging.
Preparations started well before the storm, and personnel from each of the cities have been treating and clearing
streets, responding to emergency calls of all sorts, and taking steps to assist our citizens wherever possible since last
Thursday. While we are focused on response within our individual borders, the leaders and senior management of all
the cities have been in close contact throughout the event, sharing strategies, comparing conditions, and providing
help where possible. Once again, Hampton Roads is showing that our regional ties are indeed strong.
Help has been forthcoming from our federal, state, and local partners, both professionals and volunteers, and we are
grateful for all of their assistance. Plowing assistance by crews from the Virginia Department of Transportation, which
concluded Saturday morning as they faced another impending storm in the western part of the state, was a
significant asset across the region.
Although bitter cold and significant icing have made the clearing process challenging, plowing and treatment
operations in the cities are beginning to show results on the larger streets, particularly the main east-west and northsouth connectors and the streets leading to medical, fire, and emergency service facilities. None of the Southside
cities plow or treat residential streets, both for reasons of resource allocation and due to the extensive safety and
logistical hazards this would cause. We know this is inconvenient for our citizens. We are all looking forward to the
forecast warm-up as the new week begins, and to the melting that will bring.
Travel will continue to be difficult for the next several days and we sincerely appreciate your patience as we work to
clear the roads. If you must venture onto the roadways, please use extreme caution. Leave plenty of room between
vehicles and generally assume that all roads, even those that appear clear, can have icy areas. Please continue to
check on your neighbors, particularly the elderly, and offer whatever assistance you can as they also weather the
storm.
We want to thank all of our City employees, contractors, government partners, and volunteers who have worked so
hard, for long hours, in such difficult conditions. We know the work is not complete, and we know you are dedicated
to finishing the task.

Good Evening Everyone To help you get the most updated information from the City of Norfolk - I’m putting together
these hot sheets. You will receive these on a regular basis throughout the storm. I hope you
find them helpful.
Our crews will conduct a shift change at 7am. I will send hot sheet #2 with updates shortly
afterwards.
The City of Norfolk declared a local state of emergency earlier today. This will allow us to seek
reimbursement if we reach a pre-determined cost threshold. More importantly, we want our
residents to know we are taking this storm seriously and we encourage them to take
precautions.
We have 22 plows and 17 spreaders ready for snow response
More than 1,000 tons of salt, 400 tons of sand and 1,000 gallons of salt brine solution are on
hand.
Public Works crews are working 12 hours shifts.
We will start plowing once the depth reaches 2 inches. We will focus on primary roads first –
approximately 355 lane miles. We do not plow neighborhood streets.
Trash collection for Thursday is rescheduled for Saturday. Friday trash collection will take place
on Sunday.
Thank you for helping us get the word out. Be careful and stay warm!
Lori

Winter Hot Sheet #2
Public Works crews started plowing primary roads overnight - two passes on primary routes
already.
Norfolk proactively requested extra snow removal resources - those resources have arrived
and are augmenting city teams. We have 15 VDOT crews ready to hit the road. Additional
contractors also helping.
Public Works staff have already assisted stranded motorists - pushing a car out of the snow.
One report of a vehicle sliding into a city plow truck overnight - no injuries - please remind
people to stay off roads and give city plows plenty of room to work.
Due to cold temperatures, citizens can expect snow to hang around for several days. Crews
will continue to clear roadways but warmer temperatures are needed before the roads are
completely clear.
Residents are asked to help pick up any trash that may have blown out of their cans. As a
reminder, trash collection is cancelled and rescheduled for the weekend and Monday.
For winter weather updates, monitor the City’s website, Norfolk.gov and social media
platforms.

Thank you

Please see important updates from Norfolk - Winter Hot Sheet #3

City offices, courts, Norfolk Health Department, libraries, recreation centers will be closed on
Friday due to winter weather.
Norfolk Cares Center will close today at 5:00 p.m. and reopen tomorrow at 8:00 a.m. to
respond to resident inquiries.
Norfolk is extending York and Boush Street parking garages courtesy parking to Saturday
10am for resident parking needs.
Downtown snow removal - crews are dumping snow in Harbor Park parking lot. Due to
narrow streets - we must scoop up and carry out in order to clear roads and not block
sidewalks.
Plow operations continue - 30 plows and spreaders on primary routes between City and
VDOT crews.
We’re plowing but wind continues to blow snow back on the road. Crews will continue to
plow primary routes. We ask residents for patience as we work to remove snow.
Please continue to encourage people to stay off roads. Just because crews are making
progress - it is not safe. Stuck drivers are clogging roads.
Secondary and neighborhood roads will be slow to improve. With cold temperatures over
next several days - the ice and snow will not melt quickly. As reminder, our teams do not
plow neighborhood streets.

Good Evening, here is the latest update from the City of Norfolk. Stay warm tonight!
Winter Hot Sheet #4
Norfolk Public Work crews completed a shift change at 7pm. Crews continue to work round
the clock to clear roads.
Primary routes - 65% passable. Some cleared down to pavement - most have layer of hardpacked snow and ice.
30 City and VDOT plows working
91 loads of snow hauled to Harbor Park from downtown
In the next 12 hours:
Crews will focus on clearing intersections and turn lanes along primary routes. Will work to
widen primary routes from curb to curb.
If completed, crews will shift to secondary routes.
Overnight temperatures will make it impossible to clear hard-packed snow and ice from
roads.

Good Morning,
Here is the latest Winter Hot Sheet #5 with Norfolk updates Norfolk Public Work crews completed a shift change at 7a.m. Crews continue to work round
the clock to clear roads.
Primary routes - Passable - Some cleared down to pavement - most have layer of hardpacked snow and ice. Will sand/salt those areas to break down into slush so crews can
plow..
Intersections cleared - crews continue to focus on clearing turn lanes/side streets along
primary routes.
Crews started plowing secondary routes
30 City and VDOT plows working
Downtown snow removal should be completed today
Residents still asked to stay off roads to allow crews to work. Cold temperatures will keep
snow/ice hanging around longer than we'd like.
For winter weather updates, monitor Norfolk.gov and city social media platforms

Update:
TFC will pick up Thursday recycling on Monday, Jan 8th
TFC will pick up Friday recycling on Sat. Jan 13th
Good Afternoon,
Here is latest updates from the City of Norfolk - Winter Hot Sheet #6
All Libraries and Recreation Centers closed Saturday and Sunday
Norfolk Cares Center closed Saturday & Sunday
Extending courtesy parking at York and Boush Street parking garages until 10am Sunday
SPSA transfer station closed this weekend. Thursday, January 4th collections will take
place on Monday, January 8th and Friday, January 5th collections will take place on
Friday, January 12th
Bulk waste collection, including Christmas trees, will resume the week of January 15th.
Downtown snow removal should be completed today
121 loads of snow removed from downtown and dumped at Harbor Park
Norfolk Public Work crews completed a shift change at 7a.m. Crews continue to work round the
clock to clear roads.
Crews plowing secondary routes
Primary routes - Passable - Some cleared down to pavement - most have layer of hard-packed
snow and ice. Will sand/salt those areas to break down into slush so crews can plow..
Intersections cleared - crews continue to focus on clearing turn lanes/side streets along primary
routes.
Our inspectors are plowing streets on 12 hour shifts with Public Works crews. We are not
enforcing the 3 hour requirement to clear sidewalks of snow. There is no fine.
So far, we have spread 300 tons of salt, 150 tons of sand on primary roads.
30 City and VDOT plows on the streets

Residents still asked to stay off roads to allow crews to work
For winter weather updates, monitor Norfolk.gov and city social media platforms

Norfolk updates as of 7pm Friday.
Primary routes - 90% passable. Some cleared to pavement, most have a layer of hard-packed
snow and ice.
Secondary routes - 50% passable. Some cleared to pavement - most have hard-packed snow
and ice.
Downtown - 90% clear
Next 12 hours:
Crews tonight will focus on widening remaining primary routes (Granby St, Little Creek Blvd,
Monticello and VB Blvd.) from curb to curb
Continue to plow secondary routes
Low overnight temperature will make it difficult to impossible to clear hard-packed snow and
ice from roads
As a reminder:
SPSA transfer station closed this weekend.
Thursday, January 4th collections will take place on Monday, January 8th and Friday, January
5th collections will take place on Friday, January 12th
TFC will pick up Thursday recycling on Monday, Jan 8th. Friday recycling will be picked up on
Sat. Jan 13th.
Bulk waste, including Christmas trees, will be picked up starting the week of Jan 15th.
All Libraries and Recreation Centers closed Saturday and Sunday
Norfolk Cares Center closed Saturday & Sunday
Extending courtesy parking at York and Boush Street parking garages until 10am Sunday
Thank you!
Lori

Winter Hot Sheet #8 - updates as of 10am
Public Works crews continue to make progress and work around the clock to clear roadways of
snow and ice.
City has 14 plows/12 spreaders on the road
Primary routes - 95% passable
Secondary routes - 75% passable
Passable does not mean clear. Some roads are clear to pavement but there are many roads with
areas of hard-packed snow and ice, one to six inches thick.
Crews will continue to treat roadways with salt/sand, brine solutions and plow after solution and
sun melt the snow/ice.
Low temperatures will continue to make it very difficult to clear hard-packed snow and ice from
roads.
Downtown clearing/hauling should be finished around noon.
Crews will not plow neighborhood streets due to size of equipment and for safety reasons.
As a reminder:
All libraries and recreation centers are closed today and Sunday
Courtesy parking extended at York and Boush St parking garages until 10am Sunday
Trash/recycling collection rescheduled due to SPSA transfer station closed
Thursday collection rescheduled for Monday, Jan 8th
Friday collection rescheduled
trash - Friday, Jan 12th
recycling - Saturday, Jan 13th

Good Evening All,
Here's Winter Hot Sheet #9 - latest updates as of 8pm

Overnight freezing temperatures will turn to ice what melted today. Residents are urged to
be cautious if they drive tonight.
Public Works crews treated roads with a brine solution today and with sun, crews saw some
melting on the roads. Plow crews followed to clean up the roadways.
Primary and secondary routes still have many areas with hard-packed snow and ice. It will
take warmer temperatures for these roads to completely clear.
700 tons salt used
150 tons sand used
400 tons of salt delivered today
315 loads of snow hauled to Harbor Park from downtown
As a reminder:
Libraries & Recreation Centers closed Sunday
Trash/recycling collection - SPSA transfer station closed, collection rescheduled Thursday collection rescheduled for Monday, Jan 8th
Friday collection rescheduled
trash - Friday, Jan 12th
recycling - Saturday, Jan 13th

Thanks for all your help!
Lori

Good Morning,
Winter Hot Sheet #10 with City of Norfolk updates -

Crews today will focus on getting brine solution down on secondary routes this morning and
plow later in the day and then put chemical down on primaries for 2nd shift to plow.
Low temperatures continue to make it difficult/impossible to clear hard-packed snow and ice
from roads.
Operation Blessing in urgent need for volunteers. Volunteers are asked to show up When: Sunday - Jan 6th
Time: 9 AM & 1:00 PM
Where: CBN Campus
977 Centerville Turnpike
Virginia Beach
Resources:
Salt/Sand– 780 tons of salt and 200 tons of sand used to date.
City snow removal equipment working – 15 plows / 11 spreaders
Stay warm today!
Lori

Morning,
Updated Winter Hot Sheet #11 Due to continued icy conditions, crews are shifting focus to primary roads and treating with
brine solution then plowing once hard-packed snow/ice melt. Later this afternoon/evening,
crews will move to secondary roads with brine and plow.
Low temperatures continue to make it difficult/impossible to clear hard-packed snow and ice
from roads.
Resources:
Salt/Sand– 780 tons of salt and 200 tons of sand used to date. 120 tons of salt delivered
Saturday. Terminal closed Sunday. Remainder of salt to be delivered Monday.
City snow removal equipment available – 15 plows / 11 spreaders

